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Amidst unprecedented events brought on by the 
COVID-19 pandemic, we will go to the polls to elect 
members to the House of Representatives. Even in 
these trying times, we must safely exercise our 
right to vote. We must vote for a change of 
government. 

When we vote we will have a stark choice! We will 
have an opportunity to reject a Government that 
has increased Belize’s debt to GDP to over 125%. 
We will reject a Government that wants to build a 
road for $180million dollars to a place where no 
one lives! We should reject a Government that 
failed our farmers who suffered unprecedented 
droughts. We must reject a Government that failed 
to implement any new housing program during 
their twelve years. We will reject a Government 
that failed to arrest crime, and whose solution to 
this scourge was to implement repeated states of 
emergencies. Above all, we must resoundingly 
reject the UDP because it squandered the 
proceeds of Belizean oil, wasted hundreds of 
millions from Petrocaribe, spent $1.5 billion dollars 
illegally, failed to implement any major job creation 
strategy and has now brought Belize to a historic 
economic depression. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has taken a serious toll on 
the health of many Belizeans and dealt a 
devastating blow to the Belizean economy. 
COVID-19 has tested Belizean resolve. We are 
confident that we can prevail and thrive in the post-
COVID-19 world. Success requires a plan, adequate 
resources, and implementation. #planBELIZE 
presents a carefully crafted plan designed to 
ensure that Belize recovers stronger! 

Now more than ever it’s time for change! 

We believe that we should once again embrace the 
founding principles upon which our beautiful Belize 
was created. Our Constitution proclaims tenets 
which will guide our work, as we build a Belize that 
is just, where Belizeans have equal opportunities 
and where THE PEOPLE advance and develop.  

My Fellow Belizeans,

Introduction 

Johnny Briceño 
Leader 
People’s United Party 



The next PUP government will work ceaselessly to build a society guided by the 
Preamble of our Constitution, which calls on us all to, 

“respect the principles of social justice and therefore believe that the 
operation of the economic system must result in the material resources of 
the community being so distributed as to subserve the common good, that 
there should be adequate means of livelihood for all, that labour should 
not be exploited or forced by economic necessity to operate in inhumane 
conditions but that there should be opportunity for advancement on the 
basis of recognition of merit, ability and integrity, that equal protection 
should be given to children regardless of their social status, and that a just 
system should be ensured to provide for education and health on the 
basis of equality” 

A new PUP Government will be guided by a deep commitment to social, economic 
and environmental justice. We intend to govern differently. We will establish true 
councils of consultation as we govern democratically rather than by Cabinet 
dictatorship. We believe in a renewed Belize where the Courts are respected, and the 
rule of law is sacred. We believe that the basic needs of every Belizean should be 
prioritized – we will emphasize relevant education, affordable and universal health 
care, build thousands of homes for Belizeans, and we will design and implement a 
new crime fighting strategy that will increase personal security.  

Today, nearly 50% of Belizeans live in poverty. We regard this as a crime against our 
people! It is a national disgrace! Whilst we will continue to develop our cities and 
towns, we will pay special attention to rural development. We will, in fact, we must 
reduce poverty by a quarter by 2025 and by half by 2030! That is our highest 
objective. Together we can achieve it!  

This manifesto sets out #planBELIZE! It is BOLD, BRILLIANT AND BELIZEAN! If we 
invest in people and allow the private sector to flourish whilst paying living wages, if 
we create new opportunities and industries, we are confident that we will create 
more than 50,000 jobs by 2025!  

As leader of the PUP, and with your support the next Prime Minister of Belize I 
recommit my Party and colleagues to our solemn pledge - a new Belize 

“founded upon principles which acknowledge the supremacy of God, faith 
in human rights and fundamental freedoms, the position of the family in a 
society of free men and free institutions, the dignity of the human person 
and the equal and inalienable rights with which all members of the human 
family are endowed by their Creator”

We say in Belize:  
Everybody Fi Win! 

We in the PUP believe in a better Belize. We are ready to 
create a Belize that works for everyone. 



For the better part of 2020, the world has been shaken by the corrosive 
effects of the Coronavirus-19 pandemic. Belize has not been spared. More than 
50,000 persons lost their jobs, the economy contracted drastically by about a 
quarter, more than 2,000 persons have caught the virus and more than 40 
have died from it. Belize will bounce back, Belize will recover stronger than 
ever. 

#planBELIZE pledges to 

On the economy 

⇒ Stimulate the economy to create more than 50,000 jobs 

⇒ Provide incentives for employers to re-employ former employees 

⇒ Immediately consult with the Unions and business community to amend the 
recent change to the Labour Act 

⇒ Fast track a stimulus package of at least $30 million for tourism, and 
$50million for the wider economy 

⇒ Fast track pending private sector investment/development projects to spur 
employment and economic activity 

⇒ Urgently enact modern insolvency and companies legislation to save jobs 
by protecting businesses from failing 

⇒ Establish a broad-based National COVID-19 Economic Commission to drive 
our economic rebound 

⇒ Take legislative action to enable the Central Bank to make targeted 
incentive-based market interventions to reduce lending rates  

  ⇒ Consult with the commercial banks and credit unions to urgently introduce 
measures to reduce home and property losses and business closures 

⇒ Amend laws regulating pawn shops and hire-purchases to protect persons 
as a result of COVID-19 

  
⇒ Quickly introduce innovative measures to attract foreign currency to defend 

the dollar, and to make foreign currency more easily available 

DEFEATING COVID-19,  
RECOVERING STRONGER



                                      pledges 

On HEALTH 
The ongoing experience of rising COVID 19 cases once again 
proves the importance of adhering to basic public health 
measures, including rapid case detection, case isolation, contact 
tracing and good infection control.  For this reason, the PUP 
commits to investing in technologies and human capital by 
building on epidemiological and laboratory capacities so as to 
ensure compliance with public health measures that will support 
the containment of the present health threat.  

To effectively address the surge in healthcare demand, the PUP 
will look beyond the public health service delivery system and 
seriously engage the private health sector. This collaboration will 
offer a rapid and evidence-based, decision making that will 
drastically improve the response and service delivery. The 
strategy will be built on the implementation of 4 pillars: 

⇒ Material: Ensure all health facilities and staff have 
the supplies they need to respond to the crisis 

⇒ Staff: Mobilize and rationalize clinical and non-
clinical personnel according to need 

⇒ Infrastructure: Secure space to accomodate surge 
capacity 

⇒ Systems: Establish systems to integrate the 
response effort (data, communication, transport, 
referrals etc) 

DEFEATING COVID-19,  
RECOVERING STRONGER



It is time to clean house, start fresh, embark on a new path for a better future for 
job creation and economic prosperity - filled with vigor, energy, hope and 
opportunity – and where 5%+ annual economic growth becomes the new norm 

                             pledges to 

⇒ Continue unemployment relief to all qualified persons until the COVID-19 crisis 
abates 

  
⇒ Bring back private sector investment as a true partner and driver of our 

economy to untap the potential of the Belizean economy 

⇒ Establish a public private investment partnership (PPIP) incubator unit within 
the Office of the Prime Minister to establish and fast track new investments   

  
⇒ Fast track private sector investments including requiring regulatory authorities 

and departments, to review and determine applications in real time 

⇒ Facilitate and encourage investment and trading on international trading 
platforms  

⇒ Engineer substantial interest rate deductions on loans by as much as 30% and 
increase access to the over $300mn in excess liquidity in the banking system

RESTORING CONFIDENCE  
FOSTERING ENTREPRENEURSHIP  

AND ENABLING SUSTAINABLE JOB CREATION 

BOUNCING BACK BETTER THAN BEFORE -



o Reduce business tax on businesses engaged in 
export of goods or services to 1.5% 

o Provide land tax credit for farmers for land under 
cultivation or in use for livestock 

o Support local production and manufacturing by 
zero rating for GST purposes processed and 
unprocessed local produce and derivatives and 
charge standard 12.5% GST on import substitutes 

o Eliminate environmental tax on inputs for products 
manufactured in Belize o Reduce the cost of 
internet by removing GST 

o Zero rate import of capital goods and equipment 
and intermediary products for export or 
productive sector or manufacturing businesses 

o Abolish the contract tax 

o Introduce assignable GST refund certificates 

o Reduce the time for stamp duty valuation 
assessments and reduce stamp duty to 5% on land 
sales 

⇒ Support private sector especially in the 
export sectors through various tax measures



⇒ Establish a Ministry of Information Technology and  
Digital Transformation to spearhead development in ICT, 
transformation of governments services and spur 
technological innovation and development of the digital 
economy 

   
⇒ Substantially increase market access for agriculture, 

aquaculture and manufactured goods into Mexico, 
Guatemala, USA, Canada, Taiwan, Caricom and the EU  

⇒ Establish an Export Development Fund  

⇒ Establish a National Jobs Center to act as a job skills 
registry, provide job search service and workforce 
development services 

  
⇒ Restructure Government’s debt profile to place the 

public finances on a sustainable path 
  
⇒ Enable municipalities to issue assignable property tax 

lien certificates 

⇒ Allow Belizeans and Belizean businesses to open US$ 
accounts in Belize  

⇒ Introduce measures to encourage the development of 
alternative green energy generation  



Through these and other initiatives, we will 
⇒ In the tourism sector, bring back at least 20,000 jobs by 2021 

⇒ In the services and technology sector, generate 20,000 jobs 

⇒ In the agriculture sector, generate more than 30,000 jobs 

⇒ Support MSME’s to create 5,000 new jobs 

⇒ In the offshore sector, bring back hundreds of high paying jobs 

As the economy roars back, we will 
⇒ Increase minimum wage to $5 per hour 

⇒ Provide employer tax credits for agricultural businesses and low profit margin firms 

⇒ Abolish PAYE income tax completely in 5 years – 5% each year 

⇒ immediately increase income tax deduction threshold to $30k  

A new PUP government will urgently address the waste and misallocation of precious 
taxpayer dollars, redeeming its unflinching conviction that Belize is afflicted by a deficit 
of discipline and management, NOT of resources. 

The PUP recognizes the valuable contribution of the vast majority of the hardworking 
public officers. There are those though, among the estimated 16,000 strong formal and 
open vote register who fail to perform and in so doing, undermine the public good. Our 
message is unambiguous: for every taxpayer dollar and every human resource hour, 
the next Government will expect, without exception, measurable results.



                                 pledges to 

⇒ Increase the Belize Police Department to 4,000 officers and dramatically 
increasing mobile capacity 

⇒ Appoint an independent police complaint board to ensure accountability and 
reduce police abuse 

⇒ Introduce innovative programs to attack the root causes of crime 

⇒ Disband the GSU, demilitarize the police and introduce more effective 
measures to suppress gangs and gang-related activity 

⇒ Restore the image of the Police Department by ensuring adequate training, 
merit recruitment and promotion, police reform, and revising the police pay 
scale 

⇒ Return responsibility to law-abiding citizens, and ensure continuous police 
training in criminal justice, forensics and community policing

ARRESTING CRIME AND GUARANTEEING NATIONAL SECURITY: 
ENSURING SAFETY AT HOME AND SAFETY IN THE STREETS

Today Belizeans are scared. Crime is rampant. With a poverty 
rate of 50%, Belize is a breeding ground for crime. We 
experience unprecedented murders, drug planes landing with 
impunity, increased domestic violence, urban warfare fed by 
drugs and uncontrolled gangs, unabated home invasions, and 
personal assaults in all our street. This must be arrested.  

We must improve citizen security through smart and effective policing, increasing 
neighbourhood watches, so we can feel safer and live in peaceful communities.



⇒ Ensure swift and effective prosecution of criminals by 
improving the police prosecution department and the 
DPP’s office 

⇒ Introduce sentencing guidelines and innovative and 
appropriate restorative, reparative and rehabilitative 
penalties to serve as deterrents 

⇒ Modernize policing utilizing drones, CCTV, biometrics 
including greater use of DNA, fully computerize police 
stations with integrated systems 

⇒ Implement plans which promote better community-
police relations, by placing many more substations in 
communities 

⇒ Go Green by creating green spaces as better 
communities reduce crime 

⇒ Introduce a new equipped Border Protection Force to 
defend Belize’s territorial integrity and the Chiquibul 

⇒ Revitalize the Belize Defence Force and Belize Coast 
Guard and re-equip them with adequate mobility, guns 
and ammunition, and kits. Modernize and reform the 
command structure with an emphasis on efficiency, equal 
rights and accountability within the ranks, and revise their 
payscales 

⇒ Revise domestic violence legislation with significant 
penalties and prosecution of these crimes to ensure 
protection of our women from bullying, revenge, and 
modern cyber related crimes 

⇒ Re-focus resources, laws and law enforcement to major 
crimes rather than petty misdemeanors  

ARRESTING CRIME … SAFER COMMUNITIES



Entire industries such as papayas have failed, 
traditional industries have struggled, and aquaculture 
has been seriously hurt. Thousands of jobs have been 
lost and farmers have lost farms and homes. 
Opportunities for new marine industries have been 
missed yet over-fishing has continued apace. 

It is time to rebound; to renew. To plant, to grow, to 
reap. COVID-19 has demonstrated the urgent need for 
a food security plan! This requires rural development, 
introducing climate-smart technologies and policies, 
public and private sector investments; and the 
promotion of transformative changes to make the 
agriculture sector highly productive, profitable, 
gender-responsive, attract ive to youth, and 
environmentally sustainable.  

HARNESSING THE BOUNDLESS BOUNTY 
OF THE GREEN AND BLUE ECONOMIES



                                    pledges to

⇒ Appoint a Commission to develop a National Food Security Plan within the first three months 
in office

⇒ Strengthen the Belize School of Agriculture to develop hundreds of trained farmers
 
⇒ To introduce technological advancements specific to the agricultural industry to improve crop 

yields, new crops, and environmentally friendly processes creating new jobs.

⇒ Ensure that food supply chains align with consumer demands in the tourism sector as one of 
the primary drivers of economic growth and job creation in Belize. Focus on import 
replacement and substitution, export expansion and strengthening the linkages with our local 
productive sectors, using public/private sector partnerships (PPP)

⇒ Review and Reform the entire tax system and enact a simplified, fair, efficient and 
development-driven system that works for producers/investors and farm workers

⇒ Work with the associations of the 4 traditional exports, i.e. sugar, citrus, banana and shrimp, 
to address their institutional, technical and resource constraints, and to mobilize investment 
and technical resources to increase production and exports, support production, processing 
and marketing operations, including extension services, regulatory, contractual 
arrangements, and health and food safety standards

⇒ Heavily promote non-traditional products such as coconut, soursop, cattle for domestic 
consumption and export

⇒ Invest in R&D for technology, irrigation, seed development, pest and disease control, green 
pesticides and technical extension for farmers through on-site demonstrations and farmer 
training schools 

⇒ Improve access to affordable financing for farmers by working with credit unions and 
commercial banks to offer lower interest loans and provide subsidies and other support to 
local agricultural producers

⇒ Review and sign new trade agreements and promote the export of both traditional export and 
new products. Belize must transform from an open-import-driven economy to an open-export-
driven economy

⇒ Build resilience to climate change disasters and risks through education, preparation, 
diversification and innovative climate-smart systems of land use, in particular for the small 
producers and farmers in high-risk regions

⇒ Facilitate the development of recycling plants

⇒ Strengthen partnerships and rebuild respect with the CGA, BGA, BAPS, Cane Farmers’ 
Associations, BELCAR, BCCI, UB, BAHA, BMDC, DFC, the Credit Unions and the producer 
or farmer associations



Fisheries  
⇒ Embrace innovative and environmentally sustainable fishing 

techniques  

⇒ Provide financing to add value to fish products for local 
consumption and export, and use waste  

⇒ Encourage fishers to assume management of the industry and to 
self-regulate standards and quality 

⇒ Improve training and management of marine protected areas and 
fisheries 

⇒ Encourage alternative livelihood for fishers, e.g. tourism, sea weed 
cultivation 

⇒ Introduce tax measures to ensure cheaper alternatives by reducing 
fuel and equipment costs such as outboard engines 

⇒ Sustainably harvest fishing resources in our Exclusive Economic 
Zone 

⇒ Encourage joint ventures in deep sea fishing 

Forestry 
⇒ Promote an aggressive reforestation program  

⇒ Facilitate sustainable rural logging by communities to create jobs 
and reduce poverty and environmental sustainability 

⇒ Establish and support community-based organizations to promote 
value-adding to our exotic forestry products  

⇒ Facilitate the introduction of new surveillance technology to 
monitor and protect our forest reserves 



The Belize health system is chronically sick. The UDP has failed to invest sufficient resources in 
the health sector. The result is dilapidated hospitals, rats in incubators, raccoons in hospital 
wards, and lack of basic equipment for health professionals to perform optimally. The UDP has 
institutionalized a corrupt procurement scheme for pharmaceuticals which has resulted in chronic 
shortages and exorbitant prices.   
   
The COVID-19 pandemic has shown that a new approach is urgently required. Now more than 
ever the health system needs rescuing from collapse. 

Will assign the highest priority to the immediate implementation of its Covid-19 containment plan 
which includes the following measures: ramp up testing by engaging the private sector labs to 
support virus detection; redeploy excess public sector human resources, intensify a public 
information and community-based campaign to secure far greater individual responsibility for 
hygiene, social distancing and masking; ensure MoH access to cutting edge protocols and 
pharmaceuticals to treat those who require hospitalization; and, lay the groundwork for 
immediate access to an effective distribution of the Covid-19 vaccine. 

                                      
                                
⇒ Establish a Public Health Emergency Response Commission to study 

COVID-19’s impact on Belize and to propose recommendations for more 
effective responses to future medical emergencies 

⇒ Appoint a minister with responsibility for Wellness to lead a national 
campaign encouraging Belizeans to lead healthier lives 

⇒ Increase the health budget from 3.5% to 5% of GDP

HEALTH AND WELLNESS:  
HEALTHIER CHOICES,  
LESS DISEASES,  
LONGER LIVES!

⇒ Roll out of NHI system to the entire 
country to cover 400,000 Belizeans

pledges to



⇒ Index at least $10million from ‘sin taxes’ (cigarettes, alcohol, 
sweetened products) directly to NHI 

⇒ Build new hospitals in Punta Gorda, San Pedro and Belmopan and 
a sub-specialty WING at KHMH 

⇒ Retrofit existing health care facilities and build more community 
health clinics include care of mental health illnesses under NHI 

⇒ Develop dedicated paediatric facilities at all referral hospitals 

⇒ Significantly reduce mortality rates  and  the prevalence of non-
communicable diseases 

  
⇒ Collaborate with the Ministry of Education to fully introduce 

health education promoting prevention of NCDs in schools 
  
⇒ Improve care for diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular diseases, 

mental health illnesses, cancer and dreduce the spread of dengue 
and HIV 

⇒ Re-Institute a Patient’s Bill of Rights and Responsibilities 

⇒ Reduce the cost of medication and medical services by 
establishing of a fair, competitive & transparent tendering 
procedures and audit the NHI program & Central Medical Stores 

⇒ Deploy more trained health professionals in villages and 
communities with sufficient basic medical supplies 

⇒ Increase the number of nurses, physicians, mental health 
practitioners and specialists and revise their payscales 

⇒ Invest in a new fleet of equipped ambulances 

⇒ Review and modernise the Medical Services and Institutions Act 
Public Health Act, and Quarantine Act 

⇒ Support the development of the faculty of medical science at UB 

⇒ Modernize the national health records system and use of modern 
technology to allow for virtual doctor consultations in rural health 
facilities 



As early as 2013 the IDB warned that more youth were outside than inside 
our education system. For over a decade and during the COVID-19 
pandemic the UDP took a petty and vindictive approach toward 
education pushing our teachers to the side lines. This will stop. 

Making education work for Belize will be a national priority for the next 
government of the People’s United Party. 

⇒ Set up a COVID-19 Education Team to reimagine education and 
accelerate change in teaching and learning 

⇒ Truly free education from pre-school to 6th form 

⇒ Achieve universal pre-school education 

⇒ Establish a teacher learning institute to achieve 100% trained teachers 

⇒ Roll-out a Std 4 to 4th form digital device/e-book program 

⇒ Ensure fair access to a $5m higher education loan fund 

⇒ Ensure equal opportunity $3m rural education grant fund 

⇒ Facilitate a national healthy start feeding program 

⇒ Expand teaching of African and Mayan history programs and civics at 
all levels 

⇒ Transform education  by deploying technology  

EMPOWERED YOUTH, SPORTING 
EXCELLENCE WITH CULTURAL LIBERATION

pledges to



Youth Mobilization 
The next PUP government will ensure that youth and youth issues get the level of 
attention and investment needed. It is time to stop the lip service. Youth are the future 
but youth issues are tucked in under activities carried out by the ministry of education. 
We will ensure that youth in Belize are not only given the opportunity to help develop 
our country but are provided with the necessary programs and resources that will allow 
them to fulfil their true potential.  

⇒ Increase the youth budget from $4m to $12m for projects with social impact 
⇒ Design programs to expose youth to new creative and technological skills, and 

opportunities for start-up businesses 
⇒ Fully implement our national youth development policy 
⇒ Support quick micro-financing for young entrepreneurs 
⇒ Expand and strengthen the youth cadet Corps to build solidarity in a time of crisis 
⇒ Focus on expanding educational opportunities for at risk youths 
⇒ Ensure full participation of youth at all levels of governance. 
⇒ Provide opportunities for young people to own land, start businesses, and find 

employment 
⇒ Reintroduce a new and improved youth hostel program in for at risk youth 

Sports 
For the PUP, Sports is life! We are guided by the philosophy that sports fosters for 
human development. Sport at an early age. Sport for high competition. Sport for 
healthcare. Sport for education. 

⇒ Increase the sports budget to $10,000,000 
⇒ Expand the sports curriculum in schools 
⇒ Reorganise and revitalize school sports competition 
⇒ Develop a scholarship program for sports  
⇒ Enact tax incentives for businesses to invest in sports 
⇒ Remove duties on sporting equipment 
⇒ Expand number of physical education teachers 
⇒ Strongly support semi-pro basketball, football and other sports and also give 

support to national teams

pledges to

pledges to



Culture as liberation 
For the PUP culture is about self-love and unity in the community. The root-line orientation of 
our cultural education begins with African and Mayan history. The story of our people is one of 
resistance and resilience forging a cultural and de-colonization project in our sovereign and 
independent nation state of Belize. 

⇒ Empower and invest in NICH as a vehicle for artistic liberation and de-
centralization 

⇒ Establish a Museum of Natural History  

⇒ Establish new archaeology parks in Toledo, Cayo, Corozal and Orange 
Walk Districts 

⇒ Create the Annual Belize Arts Fair focusing on dance, drama, music, visual 
arts, craft, books and writing 

⇒ Establish an Art Fund to make available micro-credit to innovative and 
creative cultural projects and entrepreneurial initiatives 

⇒ Complete freedom for the creative person must be our responsibility 

⇒ Promote serious research for social and intellectual participation 

⇒ Develop the idea of Cultural Diplomacy both nationally and internationally 

pledges to



In the last 12 years we have seen select families get thousands of acres of 
lands. With the acres given to a few of those families we could have ensured 
that every single Belizean who doesn’t own a piece of land get a piece of 
land, whether house lot or farmland.  

We have about 40,000 minimum wage earners. 7,000 teachers, 2,200 
police officers, and 1,500 soldiers. 5,000 sixth form students and less than 
1,000 nurses. Hundreds of athletes and artists. Thousands of construction 
workers and bank tellers. Lands in your hands. It can be done.  

⇒ Ensure that every Belizean who doesn’t own a piece of land gets a piece of 
land. Every Belizean. 

⇒ Prioritize the right of first time landownership for women and young families 

⇒ Ensure Belizean families have access to fertile  family farm land - the most 
fertile and accessible  

⇒ Embark on a National Urban Garden program so that people in the urban 
centres get decent sized house lots for backyard gardens  

⇒ Underscore our land policy by a philosophy that there will be land for first time 
landowners, and land for agriculture production and village expansion 

⇒ Respect the village councils and their lots committees 

⇒ Guarantee land tenure, so no future government can reverse the land reform 
we implement 

⇒ Respect communal land rights to ancestral lands  

THE BELIZEAN LAND;  
LOTS FOR HOUSES,  
PLOTS FOR FARMS!

pledges to



⇒ Facilitate support from our agriculture extension officers for 
rural and urban farming and urban gardening 

⇒ Recognize that just giving the land is not enough. We must 
support the newly landed with capacity building and targeted 
support. We must support small farmers to succeed. Small 
farms mean jobs, less poverty and more food security 

⇒ Simplify the process of applying for and receiving land 
titles, and ensure transparency 

⇒ Digitize the Lands Department to ensure non-partisan, 
friendly and convenient distribution of lands and other 
services 

⇒ Re-establish the survey department 

⇒ Promote land use that is environmentally sound and 
socially responsible especially in this age of climate change 
and unprecedented weather conditions 

⇒ Promote an aggressive reforestation program including 
mangrove replanting 

⇒ Protect land with “high intrinsic value,” - lands that provide 
watershed protection, important botanic and wildlife habitat, 
tremendous biodiversity and cultural significance  

⇒ Strategically access Green Climate Funds via partnerships 
with institutions like The Caribbean Community Climate 
Change Centre (5Cs) to secure millions to address our social 
and environmental needs, reduce vulnerability to climate 
change and other risks



When families are threatened and weak, the children are neglected, their 
development is compromised, and society suffers the consequences for generations 
to come.  

That is why the PUP regards the family as the bedrock of our communities, and we 
are deeply committed to families in our vision for a better Belize. “As the Family 
goes, so goes the Nation” is much more than a slogan for the PUP. The PUP will 
Build family unity, commitment and resilience, increase knowledge of parenting and 
child development. 

⇒ Have a ministry of government mandated to develop, implement and monitor a 
family policy 

Family investment areas:  
Economic, Social, Environmental and Good Governance 

⇒ Expand skills training, small business collaborations, non-political Boost programs, 
and Pantry, sports and cultural family activities  

⇒ Develop access to healthy activities, mentoring programs, counselling services, 
support groups, spaces for Wellness and self-care groups: AA, Gamblers 
Anonymous, survivors of domestic abuse, increase public education on special-
needs and diverse abilities 

⇒ Design and build clean attractive recreational spaces, child friendly municipalities, 
community re-cycling and solar 
energy projects 

⇒ Provide community and youth leadership skills training, foster democratic 
participation, advocacy and self-reliance  

STRONG FAMILIES  
FOR PRODUCTIVE,  
PROSPEROUS AND  
PEACEFUL COMMUNITIES

pledges to



MEANINGFUL ENGAGEMENT  
AND EMPOWERMENT OF  

BELIZEAN  
WOMEN!
The PUP  is committed to implementing a bold and 
progressive women’s agenda! 

⇒ Secure access to affordable and quality 
healthcare services throughout women’s life cycle 

⇒ Empower women through the creation of 
economic opportunities 

⇒ Increase womens’ access to and ownership of 
affordable land and housing 

⇒ Achieve gender equality and equity and end 
discrimination against women and girls 

⇒ Promote women in Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) 

⇒ Guarantee equitable participation of women in 
leadership and governance 

⇒ Strengthen and expand measures to ensure the 
safety and security of women and children 

  
⇒ Develop a comprehensive program educating and 

sensitizing men on women’s issues 

pledges to



HOUSING 

⇒ Establish a National Housing Corporation to drive major 
housing developments across the country 

⇒ Implement a revolutionary RENT-TO-OWN program to 
encourage first time home ownership for Belizeans 

⇒ Facilitate the building of at least 10,000 low income homes 
in the next five years 

⇒ Ensure that at least 30% of new homes are reserved for 
women, police, BDF and Coast Guard officers, teachers, 
nurses 

⇒ Pass legislation to encourage housing subdivisions 
development in public-private partnerships 

⇒ Remove stamp duty and fees for low income home owners 

⇒ Facilitate housing subdivisions by Belizeans in the diaspora  

⇒ Promote zoning and environmentally friendly land use in 
new areas 

⇒ Regulate for climate resistant home building  

pledges to



Poverty remains the single  biggest obstacle to development in Belize. 
Under the UDP 50% of the population lives in poverty, mostly in rural 
communities. The UDP’s failure to value the potential of rural Belizeans is 
one of their biggest failures. 

The PUP will lead a sustained strategy to improve in the quality of life of 
the low-income rural population while at the same time seeking to assure 
an effective and sustained contribution of the rural population to our 
national economic development.  

⇒ Amend legislation to: a) abolish politically appointed water boards and transfer 
responsibility village councils, b) give village councils the authority to collect the 
revenue from trade licences sand pits and mines within their villages c) allow only 
registered voters to vote in village council elections, d) improve the way liquor 
licenses, fees and regulations for rural areas are managed, e) expedite the 
processing of all monies allocated to the village council from the Ministry of 
Finance 

⇒ Provide village councils with adequate resources to provide proper services to 
their communities  

⇒ Ensure annual audits of village council accounts by the Auditor General

EMPOWERING RURAL VILLAGES  
AND COMMUNITIES THE FUTURE IS NOW!

pledges to



EMPOWERING RURAL VILLAGES  
AND COMMUNITIES THE FUTURE IS NOW!

⇒ Ensure central government builds and maintains new farm roads 
and infrastructure, and the new policy will: 

• Undertake a massive village infrastructure program to 
improve streets, bridges, culverts and garbage collection in 
rural communities 

• Carry out a drainage program in low lying communities to 
mitigate the effects of flooding associated with climate 
change, reduce the incidence of water borne diseases such 
as malaria and dengue  

• Construct new hurricane shelters  
• Upgrade and improve public buildings and maintain open 

village spaces 

⇒ Increase equal access to $3,000,000 rural education grant fund 
⇒ Expand school spaces in the rural areas at primary and secondary 

levels. 
⇒ Provide Internet access to rural schools and online education for 

all rural schools where applicable 
⇒ Establish adult education and literacy programs targeting 

populations that cannot read and write  
⇒ Provide ambulance services to key strategic satellite clinics in the 

rural areas 
⇒ Establish and support school feeding programs in as many rural 

schools as possible and encourage school gardens to support this 
program 

⇒ Implement policies that control and regularize Central American 
citizens coming to Belize seeking employment and a better way 
of life 

⇒ Ensure the modernization of public transportation facilities and 
networks to improve our citizens access to safe comfortable 
public transportation across the country



The fact is that before COVID-19, tourism industry generated 25% of Belizean jobs 
and contributed approximately 40% to GDP. This important industry requires new 
leadership; leadership with vision. 

The next PUP government expects returns of tourism to flow to Belizeans, whether 
as well paid professional staff, managers, operators or owners. So blessed is this 
resplendent jewel, so gifted and congenial are our people, that along with our 
world’s famous reefs and rainforests, wildlife and archaological treasures, a deftly 
managed restart of this sector can propel a double digit comeback growth rate. 

Belize’s competitive advantage lies at the high end, low-impact niche of the travel 
and hospitality market, not the kind of sputtering mass tourism experiment of the 
last 12 years. With access to specialized training, to low interest financing and to 
designated high potential tourism zones, Belizean individuals and enterprises can 
ignite a qualitative tourism upswing of hitherto unimaginable heights. 

For both cruise and the more lucrative overnight sectors, the restoration of a 
genuine public-private sector framework that focuses on maximizing the use of cost 
effective marketing platforms, augmenting value for visitors and driving up average 
per tourist expenditures is the overarching priority for the PUP. 

⇒ Immediately establish a $10million COVID-19 recovery fund 

⇒ Spend at least $150 million over a 5-year period on tourism related 

infrastructural projects 

⇒ Facilitate the building of a Hospitality Training Institute and provide 

scholarships for hospitality training 

⇒ Significantly increase the number of well-trained Tourism Police  to 

reduce the incidents of crimes against tourists 

⇒ Achieve airlift capacity up 50% within five years 

⇒ Facilitate the building of a new international airport and cruise port 

facilities 

MAKING BELIZE READY FOR THE WORLD;  
WELCOMING THE WORLD TO THE BELIZEAN JEWEL! 

TOURISM 

pledges to



⇒ Introduce incentives to assist in the procurement of modern taxis 
and buses 

⇒ Develop a National Tourism Resilience Plan to address the impacts 
of natural disasters and pandemics 

⇒ Develop a comprehensive plan to address the crises caused by 
Sargassum 

⇒ Resume beach reclamation projects in San Pedro and Caye Caulker 

⇒ Establish promotion desks at embassies in North America, Europe 
and Latin America 

⇒ Build proper medical facilities in San Pedro, Caye Caulker, 
Placencia, and develop the critical emergency first response 
medical services available in Cayo 

⇒ Attract major 5-star branded hotels as part of the strategy to 
increase the national occupancy rate by 20% within 5 years 

⇒ Revise immigration regulations to facilitate tourists with border 
states 

⇒ Ensure that all major tourist destinations have adequate electricity 
supply 

⇒ Re-orient the visitor attraction strategy and  implement enhanced 
marketing plan in North America and Europe 

⇒ Enhance and develop BRAND BELIZE 

⇒ Promote a BUY BELIZE CAMPAIGN which encourages purchases of 
Belizean products and services by hotels, restaurants and tourists

MAKING BELIZE READY FOR THE WORLD;  
WELCOMING THE WORLD TO THE BELIZEAN JEWEL! 

TOURISM 



⇒ Expand community property and public access areas 
enhancement projects 

⇒ Build a national aquarium  

⇒ Build a new Bliss Lighthouse with an observation deck 

⇒ Use virtual reality and augmented reality to promote  
destinations 

⇒ Develop a Belize App and enhance social media strategy and 
visibility by engaging social medial influencers 

.  
⇒ Create fiscal incentives specifically to attract new tourism 

projects 

⇒ Package and promote national park specific packages 

⇒ Designate “high prospect” tourism investment zones, ensuring 
planned development and access to utilities 

⇒ Forge strategic partnerships with key online tourism distributors 

⇒ Reduce carbon footprint with electronic vehicle initiatives 

⇒ Channel new tourism investments to new areas along the 
Sarteneja and Coastal roads, and places such as Mountain Pine 
Ridge  

⇒ Reconfigure the BTB to eliminate waste, optimize revenue 
centres, prioritize marketing & product refinement investments 
and stakeholder engagement

MAKING BELIZE READY FOR THE WORLD;  
WELCOMING THE WORLD TO THE BELIZEAN JEWEL! 

TOURISM 



⇒ Establish the Chiquibul-Mountain Pine Ridge 
Landscape Conservation Trust to protect this 
indispensable ecosystem 

  
⇒ Overhaul the NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL 

APPRAISAL COMMITTEE (NEAC) widen 
consultation, enhance transparency & streamline 
decision making 

⇒ reduce uncontrolled land-clearing & enforce 
sustainable  land use policies 

⇒ implement new measures to protect the BELIZE 
BARRIER REEF - our world heritage site 

⇒ develop a new NATIONAL CLIMATE CHANGE 
STRATEGY 

⇒ Appoint an ambassador for the environment, 
climate change and sustainable development  

WHERE YOU LIVE 
Sustainable Development

LOVE 



Belize has been an embarrassment on the world stage under the UDP. There has 
been no enlightened leadership, no strategic planning and insufficient 
deliverables from most of our foreign service. The world is experiencing 
dramatic changes – Brexit, COVID-19, and climate change but the UDP failed to 
refashion international relations to meet these new realities. 

Belize needs a foreign policy that advances its development needs. There is an 
urgent need to re-evaluate the regional and international scene and devise a 
new strategy that is performance driven and in keeping with an evolved world. 

⇒ Ensure that Belize has the best representation at the ICJ, and 
prepare for the implementation of the judgment of the Court 

⇒ Urgently negotiate trade agreements with Mexico and Central 
America 

  
⇒ Explore new avenues of cooperation in the Middle East, Africa and 

Asia with a view to opening new markets for Belizean products, 
investment and tourism attraction 

⇒ Negotiate agreements with neighboring countries to enhance 
cooperation and exchange of intelligence and information to reduce 
drug trafficking, human trafficking, small arms trafficking 

   
⇒ Re-appoint the National Trade Negotiating Team in order to 

continually consult the private sector in defining objectives for trade 
negotiations 

⇒ Review the location, performance and relevance of Belizean 
embassies and their performance and relevance in the post-
Pandemic world 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS,  
FOREIGN TRADE AND IMMIGRATION:  
ENGAGING THE WORLD FOR A BETTER BELIZE!

pledges to



⇒ Appoint qualified and experienced ambassadors charged with achieving 
specific performance indicators 

  
⇒ Spearhead our work with AOSIS and other partners to protect and 

preserve the environment while building climate resilience and 
addressing Climate Change 

⇒ Reassess Belize’s position in a post-Brexit world, the dismantling of the 
Third Border Initiative, and the rise of new powers on the global stage 

⇒ Review the operation of CARICOM and the CSME in order to leverage 
Belize’s advantages 

⇒ Design and implement new mechanisms for concrete involvement of the 
Belizean Diaspora in our social and, economic development and 
diplomatic work 

⇒ Rally support for debt relief for small countries whose economies have 
been devastated by COVID-19 and affected by Climate Change 

⇒ Adopt a comprehensive Migration policy 

⇒ Upgrade systems and technology in the Immigration and Nationality 
Service to eradicate corruption 

⇒ Introduce legislation to regularize the status of farm workers 

⇒ Implement recommendations from the Senate Immigration Report which 
strengthen the system 

⇒ Simplify residency procedures for genuine investors and their families as 
part of the investment attraction strategy 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS,  
FOREIGN TRADE AND IMMIGRATION:  
ENGAGING THE WORLD FOR A BETTER BELIZE!

pledges to



During the reign of the UDP, Belizeans have witnessed a lack of respect for the 
Courts and Judges. Personal and contemptuous attacks on judges when they rule 
against the Government has become the norm. Judgments against the Government 
have been ignored; the Rule of Law, the bedrock of our Belizean democracy, has 
suffered. The rule by man and not by law must end. Now! 

Restoring the independence of the judiciary and respect for the Rule of Law is the 
way forward 

⇒ Establish an independent Judicial and Legal Services Commission ensuring transparent 
appointment of qualified and experienced judges and magistrates 

⇒ Enact a new Court of Appeal Act, High Court Act and Lower Court Act with modern Rules 
to ensure efficient and effective access to justice using modern technology 

⇒ Increase the budget for the Judiciary to a minimum of 2% of the Government’s Budget 
which will be a paid automatically into a new Judiciary Fund under the control of the Chief 
Justice 

⇒ Enact a new Court’s Registry Act which will place responsibility for management of all 
courts under the supervision of the Registrar General 

⇒ Build new courts where needed and retrofit existing courts and provide modern 
technology for efficient hearings and management 

⇒ Decentralize high court hearing of civil trials to the districts 

⇒ Mandate e-filing throughout the Court system and where possible, mandate paper and 
virtual hearings 

⇒ Introduce measures to reduce long periods of remand for persons charged 

⇒ Encourage alternative sentencing to reduce incarceration for certain petty crimes 

⇒ Modernize Matrimonial and Probate legislation   

DELIVERING JUSTICE:  
AFFORDABLE ACCESS AND SPEEDIER TRIALS

pledges to



The UDP government from 2008 has been the most corrupt government in Belize’s history. $1.5 
billion was spent in criminal violation of the Finance and Audit (Reform) Act. Hundreds of 
millions of oil revenue and Petrocaribe funds were squandered without any accountability as the 
Public Accounts Committee has been immobilized, the Auditor General frustrated and the 
Contractor General acted as a rubber stamp. We have witnessed the Government losing cases 
and instead of respecting the Courts, simply changing the law. Confidence in government is at 
its lowest. 

Belizeans are not prepared to tolerate this any longer because Belizeans believe “that men and 
institutions remain free only when freedom is founded upon respect for moral and spiritual 
values and upon the rule of law”. 

⇒ Ensure that no one is above the law – we will equip the DPP and Police to independently 
investigate corruption and prosecute wrongdoers including former and current ministers 

⇒ Empower the Integrity Commission by appointing a professional staff, and insist on 
returns going back to at least 2012  

⇒ Respect the separation of powers in government and hold National Assembly meetings 
at least once each month with functioning committees 

⇒ Ensure fair elections by guaranteeing the independence of the Elections & Boundaries 
Commission, setting fixed dates for elections, registering all political parties, allowing 
free air time during campaigns. Introduce campaign finance reform with legislation to 
ensure disclosure of campaign contributions.  

⇒ Implement on a legislative reform to reduce ministerial discretion 

⇒ Return to performance budget planning and management so as to measure 
performance and to assess value for public expenditure 

⇒ Strengthen the public procurement system with new legislation and amending the 
Contractor General Act to establish a Board to oversee the Contractor General 

⇒ Reconstitute the Public Accounts Committee (PAC) with effective participation of social 
partners in the Senate so as to ensure its proper role of oversight and audit of public 
accounts 

⇒ Fast track the implementation of UNCAC 

⇒ Modernize the Public Service management by restoring the autonomy of the public 
service (prevent micro-management by political directorate), to enhance customer 
orientation and quality service delivery. Revert to Permanent Secretaries, i.e. senior 
career public officers, as accounting officers of the Ministries. Introduce legislation to 
protect whistle-blowers and witnesses involved in corruption cases 

⇒ Educate citizens on good governance by promoting programs in our educational 
system, from primary school to university, on civic education, Belizeans history and civic 
responsibility, and the Constitution to strengthen participation of all stakeholders 

AN AGENDA TO RETURN PRINCIPLE AND PROBITY TO PUBLIC LIFE

NURTURING THE NATIONAL  

CONSCIENCE – 

pledges to
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